
UNDERSTANDING “WITH-WITHOUT ITEMS” IN BILLING REGISTER



The easiest way to understand a With-Without item is through an example from 
the food industry.

Whenever a customer orders a pizza at a restaurant, he/she usually has 
options to customize his/her pizza with extra toppings like Mushroom, Black 
Olives or Cheese. He/she may also choose to skip some regular ingredients 
like Onion or Chilly Flakes. 

So, in Billing Register, a With-Without item is any such ingredient/option 
(of a main item) which can be added extra or skipped by a customer while 
ordering an item. Simple!

Now, let’s move to Billing Register and see:

1) How to add a With-Without item category?

2) How to add a With-Without item?

3) How to use a With-Without item in a sale?

WHAT IS A “WITH-WITHOUT ITEM”?



How to add a With-Without item category?

In Billing Register, we need to add a With-Without Item 
Category first and only then we can add a With-Without Item.

Let’s see how to add a With-Without item category.



Click on the
Inventory 

menu button



Click here 
on this 
button



Click here to
Unlock

the form



Enter the
Category 

Name here.



Just click 
here once.

Category ID
will load 

automatically



Close this 
page now.



How to add a With-Without item?



Click on the
Inventory

menu button



Click here 
on this 
button





Click here to
Unlock

the form



Click here to
Add a new 
WWT item.



Select the 
WWT Type 

here

With item: An ingredient/item which can only be added as an extra with the main item.

Without item: An ingredient/item which can only be removed from the main item.

With-Without item: An ingredient/item which can both be added and removed from the main item.



First, let’s 
create a 

With item.

With item: An ingredient/item which can only be added as an extra with the main item.

Without item: An ingredient/item which can only be removed from the main item.

With-Without item: An ingredient/item which can both be added and removed from the main item.



Enter the 
Category

here



Enter the 
Item Name

here



Click here once. 
The Item ID will 
load automatically



Enter the 
Unit List Price

and click on 
Add button



Item is 
added



Click here on 
Add button.

Let’s create a 
Without item now.







Item is 
added



How to use a With-Without item in a sale?

We are assuming that you already know how to add a sale in Billing Register. 

If you don’t, please refer to the Help Docs section of our website for detailed 
instructions on How to Add a Sale in Billing Register?



Click here on 
this tab



Click once on WWT 
Category to display 

its items in the 
adjacent section.

Click on 
or

buttons to add or 
remove an item. 



Now, let’s try to add/remove 
a few WWT items.

Let’s start with Mushroom. 



Mushroom is added 
as a With item.

The Net Price, Gross Price and Amt 
Balance are all updated with each 
addition/removal of WWT items.



Let’s remove Chilly Flakes 
(imagine the case in which the customer wants 

Mushroom but does not want Chilly Flakes). 



Chilly Flakes is added as a Without item 
(in other words, it is removed from the pizza)



Now, let’s remove Chilly Flakes.

Note: Chilly Flakes is a Without item; Earlier, we clicked     
button to remove it. So now, we need to click      button 

to include it in the pizza. 



Chilly Flakes is 
removed from 

Without section.



We get this pop-up if we try to add Chilly Flakes as an extra topping. 

We made Chilly Flakes only as a “Without” item. So, it cannot be added with the main item (pizza). 
The main item can only be offered without Chilly Flakes, so this pop-up appears to notify the same.  

This item is not available in the ‘With’ list.



The total per-unit charge for the With-Without 
items is displayed here as Unit Extra Charge.



If you need to change the unit price for 
any of the WWT items for this 

particular sale only, it can be done from 
these two buttons here. 
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